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Phalanx ciws size

Close-in Weapon Systems (CIWS – usually pronounced see-vina) are designed to engage anti-ship cruise missiles and fast-wing aircraft at a short distance. Phalanx is the most numerous CIWS in the world and has been exported to many other countries. Like other near-range weapons systems, Phalanx provides ships with a terminal
defense against antiship missiles that have penetrated the other fleet's defenses. Phalanx is very much a standalone system that requires minimal tire space and wiring. Unlike many other CIWS, which has separate, independent systems, Phalanx combines search, detection, threat evaluation, acquisition, track, firing, target destruction,
kill assessment and truce in a single assembly. A prototype device was installed for evaluation purposes at the USS King (DLG-10) in 1973. In 1975 another prototype was mounted on the hulked USS Alfred A. Cunningham (DD-752) while several different kinds of missiles were fired against it. All these missiles, including a Zander, were
destroyed before they reached the ship. A pre-production Phalanx unit underwent operational testing and evaluation aboard the USS Bigelow (DD-942) in 1977. These tests showed that the device exceeded the necessary specifications for maintenance and reliability. The evaluations included tests with high levels of jamming noise during
which the device managed to distinguish small missile-like targets from nearby islands. Phalanx Block 0 production started in 1978 with orders for 23 USN and 14 Foreign Military Sales (FMS) systems. Phalanx Block 1 saw service introduction in 1988. Block 1 baseline 0 upgrades included a larger magazine (1,500 rounds), a multiple
pulse repetition frequency search radar, an expanded radar search envelope to counter diving targets as well as reliability and maintenance improvements. Block 1 could also engage target diving at steeper angles than Block 0 could handle. Block 1 replaced the 2-D scanning antenna in Block 0 with a back-to-back antenna with four
plates continuously searching from the horizon up to the vertical. The ceasefire protocol was amended to match the length of the type of target that was used, preserving ammunition and allowing a larger number of targets to be used. In automatic control, the gun will prioritize the first six threats it sees at about 10,000 feet (9,100 m) and
engage at 4,000 feet (3,600 m). Block 1 baseline 1 replaced the hydraulic gun unit with a pneumatic (air-powered) gun drive system that increased the rate of fire to 4,500 rounds per minute. Search radar sensitivity was also improved in this upgrade. Block 1 baseline 2 introduced additional reliability upgrades along with a muzzle restraint
to reduce dispersion. As installed on several non-Aegis and Aegis ships, neither the original Phalanx Block 0 nor the subsequent Block 1 baseline 0, 1 or 2 upgrades were integrated with a ship self-defense The Phalanx Block 1A incorporated a high order language computer to better process engagement algorithms and provided
improved performance against maneuvering targets. Block 1A also provided for basic integration with the Ship Self Defense System and enabled RAM missile engagement through Phalanx detection and track function. Block 1B improvements include Optimized Gun Barrels (OGB) and a new integrated forward-looking IR system (FLIR).
The OGB is electrically controlled, pneumatic and fires a new Enhanced Lethality Cartridge (ELC). The Phalanx FLIR provides increased ability to search, track and engage coastal warfare threats as well as provide better anti-ship missile defense. Phalanx Block 1B saw service evaluation in 1999 aboard the USS Underwood (FFG-36)
and was first operationally installed on the USS Taylor (FFG-50) in September 2000. As of February 2007, about 900 Phalanx systems have been built and deployed in the fleets of 22 nations. More than 3 million cartridges have been manufactured specifically for these weapons. In recent years, the Vulcan 20 mm pistol that is the heart of
this weapon has increasingly been seen as not effective enough against modern missile threats. However, the British Royal Navy selected Phalanx for their new bold class Type 45 destroyers. Phalanx is somewhat notorious for having maintenance problems, with the Navy's Material Readiness Database for the fiscal year 1997 to 1999
and the fact that Phalanx Block 1B (all mods) had an availability rate of between 72 and 81% for this time period. An interesting modification of Phalanx that recently entered service with the U.S. Army is the Counter-Rocket Artillery Mortar System (C-RAM), which is designed to combat the small mortar and rocket threat. This system grew
out of a 2004 request from Army Chief of Staff Gen. Peter Schoomaker, who wanted a better way to defend U.S. troops based in Iraq. The complete C-RAM system networks a trackside version of Phalanx along with the Army's Light Counter Mortar Radar (LCMR) and Q-36 Target Acquisition Radar (AN/TPQ-36 Firefinder Radar), which
detects incoming rounds and determines their point of origin. When C-RAM detects an incoming round, it turns on a set of strobe lights to alert local personnel to take cover, authorizes the modified Phalanx to open fire with explosive bullets to destroy the projectile and sends a Hunter UAV equipped with Viper Strike laser-designated
ammunition to kill whoever shot it. Raytheon is currently (2007) offering a trailer-mounted version of Phalanx as part of C-RAM under the product name centuriontm. Unlike the marine version, the C-RAM version of Phalanx does not fire solid tungsten penetrators. Instead, to reduce the risk of civilian and friendly casualties, this system
uses self-destructing explosive bullets. The first two systems arrived in Iraq in May 2005 and have been reported to have successfully knocked down incoming mortar rounds. In September 2006, it was reported that the Israeli military had expressed an interest in this weapon and in Skyshield, the land version of the Millennium system.
Nomenclature Note: The Phalanx system is designated as Mark 15. The CIWS assembly itself is designated as Mark 72. For further information, see the paper on the Naval Technical Board. Type of point-defense weapon system Kashtan CIWS A close-in weapon system (CIWS /ˈsiːwɪz/ SEE-wiz)[1] is a point-defense weapon system for
detecting and destroying short-range incoming missiles and enemy aircraft that have penetrated the external defense, typically mounted shipboard in a naval capability. Almost all classes of larger modern warships are equipped with some kind of CIWS device. There are two types of CIWS systems. A gun-based CIWS usually consists of
a combination of radar, computers and fast-firing rotary guns with multiple barrels placed on a rotating tower. Missile-based CIWS substances use infrared, passive radar/ESM or semi-active radar terminal guidance to direct missiles to the targeted enemy aircraft or other threats. In some cases, CIWS is used on land to protect military
bases. In this case, CIWS can also protect the base from shell and rocket fire. Gun systems Phalanx CIWS and Bofors 40mm L70 Gun aboard ROCN Di Hua (PFG-1206) A gun-based CIWS usually consists of a combination of radar, computers and rotating or revolver cannon placed on a rotating, automatically directed gun mount.
Examples of weapon-based CIWS products in operation are: AK-630 DARDO Denel 35mm Dual Purpose Gun Goalkeeper CIWS Kashtan CIWS Meroka CIWS Myriad CIWS Rheinmetall Oerlikon Millennium Gun[2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2]][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2][2]3] Phalanx CIWS Sea Zenith
Type 730 CIWS Pantsir-ME Limitations of pistol systems Short range: the maximum effective range of weapon systems is about 5,000 meters (16,000 ft); systems with lighter projectiles have even shorter range. The expected substantial kill-distance of an incoming anti-ship missile is about 500 m (1,600 ft) or less,[4] still close enough to
cause damage to the ship's detonators or communication matrices, or to wound or kill exposed personnel. Thus some CIWS like Russian Kashtan and Pantsir systems are strengthened by installing closed range SAMs on the same assembly for increased tactical flexibility. Limited death probability: even if the missile is hit and damaged,
this may not be enough to destroy it completely or to change its course enough to prevent the missile, or fragments from it, from hitting its intended target, especially as the interception distance is short. This is especially true if the gun fires kinetic-energy-only [5] Jämförelsetabell Jämförelse DARDO[6] Målvakt CIWS Kashtan CIWS[7]
Millennium[8] Phalanx CIWS[9] Typ 730 CIWS[10] Bildvikt 5 500 kg kg 9,902 kg 21,830 kg 15,500 kg 34,200 kg 3,300 kg 7,300 lb) 6,200 kg 6 in) 2 barreled Bofors 40 mm 30 mm (1.2 in) 7 barreled GAU-8 Gatling Gun 30 mm (1.2 in) 6 barreled GSh-6-30 Gatling Gun 8 × 9M311K + 32 Missiles Kashtan-M: 35mm (1.4in) 1 barreled Oerlikon
Millennium 35mm Naval Revolver Gun System 20mm (0.79 in) 6 barreled M61 Vulcan Gatling Gun 30 mm (1.2 in) 7 barreled Gatling Gun Rate of fire 600/900 rounds per minute 4,200 rounds per minute 10,000 rounds/min (5,000 rounds per minute 4,200 rounds per minute 10,000 rounds/min (5.00,000 per pistol) 1-2 (salvo) missiles per
3-4 sec 200/1000 rounds per minute 4,500 rounds per minute 7,000 rounds per minute (efficient/flat-range) Range 4,000 m (13,000 feet) 3,600 m (11,800 ft) Of missiles : Kashtan-M: 1,500-10,000 m (4,900-32,800 ft) By guns: Kashtan-M: 300-5,000 m (980-16,400 ft) 3,500 m (11,500 ft) 2,000 m (6,600 ft) 3,000 m (9,000 m) .800 ft)
Ammunition storage 736 rounds 1,190 rounds 2 x 2,000 rounds 252 rounds 1,550 rounds 640 or 2 x 500 rounds (depending on model) Muzzle velocity 1,000 m (3,300 ft) per second 1,109 m (3,638 ft) per second 960-1100 m/s (3,300 m 150-3,610 ft/s) 1,050 m (3,440 ft) per second / 1,175 m (3,855 ft) per second 1,100 m (3,600 ft) per
second 1,100m (3,600 ft) per second Elevation −13 to +85 −degrees 25 to +85 degrees 3,000m (9 .840 ft) −15 to +85 degrees −25 to +85 degrees −25 to +85 degrees Speed in elevation 60 degrees per second 100 degrees per second 50 degrees per second 70 degrees per second 115 degrees per second Traverse 360 ° 360 ° 360 °
360 ° 360 ° 360 ° Speed in Traverse degrees 90 per second second 100 degrees per second 70 degrees per second 120 degrees per second 115 degrees per second 100 degrees per second In service ? 1980 1989 2003 1980 2007 Missile System 9M337 Sosna-R Pantsir missile system RIM-116 Rolling Airframe Missile Tor missile
system XM501 Non-Line-of-Sight Launch System Sea Oryx Land-based CIWS is also used on land in the form of C-RAM. [11] On a smaller scale, active protection systems are used in some tanks (to destroy rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs), and several are under development. The Drozd system was deployed to Soviet naval infantry
tanks in the early 1980s, but was later replaced by explosive reactive armor. Other systems available or under development are the Russian (Arena), Israel (Trophy), American (Quick Kill) and the South African-Swedish (LED-150). Laser systems Laser-based CIWS systems are being researched. In August 2014, an operational prototype
was deployed in the Persian Gulf aboard the USS Ponce. [12] Turkey's Scientific and Technical Research Council (Turkish: Türkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Araştırma Kurumu, TÜBİTAK) is the second organization after the United States to have developed and tested a High Power CIWS prototype, which is to be used on the Tf-2000-class
frigate and on Turkish airborne systems. [13] [14] [15] References ^ Friedman, Norman (1991). Naval institute guide to world naval weapons systems, 1991/92. Annapolis, MD: Naval institute press. ISBN 0870212885. Filed from original on February 14, 2017. Retrieved February 13, 2017. ^ Archived copy. Archived from the original on
2008-09-23. Retrieved 2008-08-16.CS1 maint: archived copy as title (link) ^ Archived copy. Archived from the original on 2007-09-27. Retrieved 2007-09-27.CS1 maint: archived copy as title (link) ^ Wachsberger, Christian; Lucas, Michael; Krstic, Alexander (June 2004), Limitations of Guns as a Defense Against Maneuvering Air Weapons
(PDF), DSTO Systems Sciences Laboratory, p. 36, archived from the original (PDF) on 2012-03-23, retrieved 2012-07-04 ^ Discovery Channel Discovery Channel Science Top 10 Weapons: Fire Power ^ Tony DiGianuli. Italy 40 mm/70 (1.57) Wide. Navweaps.com. Archived from the original on 2/1/2015. Retrieved 2013-05-18. ^
www.navyrecognition.com . Retrieved 2020-07-10. Missing or empty |title= (help) ^ Rheinmetall Oerlikon Millennium Gun ^ Dan Petty. US Navy - Fact files. Navy.mil. Archived from the original on 11/04/2014. Retrieved 2013-05-18. ^ 偶军航⺟上的蜂窝制造者是国产11管近防炮,射速可达每分钟1万发...... 偶早在2009年就知道⻦ - ⻜扬军事 信息资讯 - 军事主题 - 骑鲸蹈海. In Chinese. May 18, 2011. Filed from original on November 12, 2013. Retrieved February 13, 2017. ^ Archived copy. Archived from the original on 2016-03-05. Retrieved 2009-12-02.CS1 maint: archived copy as title (link) ^ US Navy Deploys Its First Laser Weapon in the Persian Gulf Archived 2014-11-29
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